
Devil World 101 

Chapter 101: Breaking Through the Base 

The distance between the place Yue Zhong’s group lived and the entrance to the base wasn’t far. 

Yue Zhong took the lead wearing bone armor, charging to the base’s entrance. 

“Who are you? Stop! Otherwise we will open fire!” 

The four soldiers standing guard at the entrance shouted at Yue Zhong. 

The soldiers standing guard had the Chinese produced type 89, 12.7 mm caliber machine guns that 

could pierce armored cars. 

Yue Zhong sped along the road. As he was approaching the soldiers, his speed which was four times 

faster than an ordinary person, shot forward like an arrow moving in a zig-zag pattern. 

The four soldiers guarding the entrance immediately grabbed their type 03 automatic rifles and spread 

fire at Yue Zhong. 

Those soldiers weren’t worthy of the name, having never gone through strict training. Even though Yue 

Zhong was moving high speed, there were still several bullets that hit his body. Immediately the bullets 

were sent flying by the bone armor. Ordinary bullets couldn’t pierce through the current White Bones 

armor which had been only the strengthened several times. Only the 12.7 mm rounds could pierce 

through Yue Zhong’s bone armor. 

“Monster!!!” The soldier’s eyes flashed with fright seeing bullets had no use against Yue Zhong. Knives 

and bullets were inferior to evolvers. This was their first time seeing one. Never before had they seen a 

monster that couldn’t be stopped by bullets. 

Yue Zhong arrived before the four soldiers in the space of several breaths. He used his hand to chop at 

the four soldiers, knocking them unconscious. 

After taking care of the four soldiers, he rushed up the stairs towards the top of the city walls. 

There were two type 89, 12.7 mm heavy machine guns fixed on the walls. They could both threaten Yue 

Zhong’s life. 

In a few moments Yue Zhong appeared on the city wall. Like an arrow he appeared at the sides of the 

two heavy machine gun operators. The two were knocked unconscious with two hand chops. 

After entrance had been cleared, Liu Yan brought people to quickly secure the vicinity. He took the two 

type 89 heavy machine guns and placed them on a large truck. 

He also seized an armed jeep near the entrance of the base. 

Liu Yan pointed at the six soldiers knocked unconscious by Yue Zhong: “Captain Yue, what do you want 

us to do with these people?” 

Yue Zhong looked at the six soldiers and said in a low voice: “Tie them up tightly and toss them in the 

truck! Prepare to leave immediately!” 



Long Hai City base was nearly a military post. It would be very hard to match these opponents with 

military characteristics. Don’t even mention the opposition recovered a military base possessing 

moderns light and heavy weapons. 

Under the orders of Yue Zhong, Liu Yan made people quickly gather various supplies and load them on 

the truck. They took a Dong Feng truck, an armed jeep, and two hummers, and they madly sped far 

away from the base entrance. 

Yue Zhong sat on the armed Jeep and stared at the ever distant Long Hai City survivor base. In his mind 

he coldly thought: “Ice King Association! I will remember this! It seems everything tested my ability.” 

This event with the Ice King Association at Long Hai City and every thing he saw at Long Hai City caused a 

great change in Yue Zhong’s thinking. It cut off his last trace of trust in the government. 

Not long after Yue Zhong’s group left Long Hai City, two type 92 infantry fighting vehicles (IFV) suddenly 

appeared on the highway. 

Seeing the two type 92 IFVs appear, everyone’s hearts became ice cold. On the type 92 IFVs were zpt90, 

25mm round cannons that could easily tear apart the armor of their vehicles. 

Yue Zhong shouted to Wang Shuang: “Don’t panic! They don’t necessarily know we are fleeing from the 

base. Just pass by!” 

Wang Shuang’s body slightly shivered. He just kept driving by according to Yue Zhong’s plan. 

“Stop the vehicle!” As two vehicles were passing, a voice broadcasted from an IFV. 

“Stop the vehicle!” Yue Zhong said to Wang Shuang. 

Wang Shuang let off the gas, and he immediately stopped the vehicle. 

The armored jeep stopped, and the following vehicles all stopped behind. 

Wearing a full set of military clothes, Yue Zhong and Wang Shuang got out of the vehicle. Everyone else 

got out of the vehicles one by one. 

A young officer got out of the IFV and came over to the side of Yue Zhong’s group. 

The young officer looked at Yue Zhong. His brows wrinkled, and he asked: “I am the 3rd company 2nd 

platoon platoon leader Xu Zhigang! Which unit do you belong to?” 

Yue Zhong’s eyes flashed a cold light, and he started the skill shadow step. His level of speed rose 

sharply, and he strode forward immediately overcoming Xu Zhigang. A knife-hand chopped Xu Zhigang 

on the neck causing him to knock unconscious. 

Yue Zhong entered within ten meters of an IFV in the moment that Xu Zhigang was collapsing, and he 

immediately started the skill Art of Fear in the blink of an eye. 

In an instant, an enormous baleful aura and spiritual power shrouded the area within ten meters. The 

soldiers in the IFV had no way to resist Yue Zhong’s sneak attack. 



On the other side, White Bones who was disguised as a person grabbed its axe. Moving at the speed of 

three times a normal person, it crazily rushed in a zig-zag pattern towards the second IFV. 

The second IFV stopped. The light and heavy firepower poured out like a torrent towards White Bones. 

Artillery and machine gun fire formed a frantic bullet screen that could easily tear apart a light armored 

vehicle. 

Even though White Bones did its best to evade, it was still hit by some machine gun fire. The machine 

gun fire had no effect on White Bone’s body, only leaving a small impression, but the 25mm rounds 

could blow a hole in its body. 

In the space of a few short breaths, White Bone’s chest and right arm were hit by the heavy rounds. It 

rolled nearby to the side of the road. This let it not be completely destroyed. 

Taking advantage of White Bones drawing the firepower, Yue Zhong moved at peak speed like a demon. 

He already arrived at within ten meters of the second IFV after a couple leaps, and he started the Art of 

Fear skill. 

The baleful aura of the Art of Fear skill invaded the IFV in a moment. It made all the soldiers in the IFV so 

afraid that they passed out. 

 

  

Chapter 102: Infantry Fighting Vehicle (IFV) 

“Hu!” Seeing the two IFVs simultaneously cease fire, Yue Zhong relaxed his breath. 

The zpt90, 25 mm cannon was mighty. Yue Zhong’s motorcade would have few survivors left if the IFV 

fully opened fire. 

Yue Zhong used sneak attack tactics. Using his evolver strength and items as well as the Art of Fear skill, 

he was able to seize the two IFVs without firing a shot. 

Liu Yan seized the opportunity and brought men to open up the IFVs. He detained all of the unconscious. 

There were nine soldiers in each of the IFVs, totaling eighteen men. The soldiers were detained and 

brought before Yue Zhong. 

Second Lieutenant Xu Zhigang saw all of his captured comrades after he became conscious, then he 

stared at Yue Zhong and asked: “Who are you?” 

Yue Zhong stared at him and plainly said: “I’m Yue Zhong! I’m a survivor that was just driven out of Long 

Hai City base. I am also one of those so called evolvers.” 

Xu Zhigang continued to ask: “For what purpose did you capture us?” 

Yue Zhong looked at Xu Zhigang and said in a low voice: “I want to know the distribution of Long Hai 

City’s defenses.” 



Xu Zhigang stared at Yue Zhong. He said with emphasis: “You won’t get any intel from my mouth. I can’t 

sell off my comrades. You should kill me!” 

Yue Zhong looked at Xu Zhigang, his eyes were written with the will to die. He unenthusiasticly smiled 

and said: “You have a backbone, but not everyone is the same as you. Bring him over.” 

Two of Yue Zhong’s team members walked over. They carried the bundled Xu Zhigang behind the 

vehicle, making sure he was tied up nice and tight. 

After Xu Zhigang was taken away, another soldier was brought before Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong stared at the soldier. He had a shaved head, dark skin and was extremely young. Yue simply 

said: “What is your name?” 

The young soldier hesitated and said: “I am Wu Guang!” 

Yue Zhong coldly said to Wu Guang: “I want to know the distribution of the troops in Long Hai City. If 

you tell me you can live. Don’t speak, and I will violently kill you. Either way I have twenty captives, one 

should be willing to talk.” 

Just as Yue Zhong anticipated, Wu Guang nodded his head. He excitedly told everything he knew about 

the troops in Long Hai City: “Yes! I’ll speak!” 

When Lei Cheng started he only had two companies totaling two-hundred soldiers. Also over fifty of the 

soldiers who had gone through strict military training died in battle taking over Qingyuan county. But 

the survivor base has too many people. Lei Cheng quickly recruited over five hundred people who are in 

the prime of their lives into his ranks. Right now he has around six hundred troops. 

But although the amount of troops increased a lot, Lei Cheng’s combat strength hasn’t increased very 

much. When attacking Qingyuan county, a large amount of ammunition and shells were used up. Right 

now Lei Cheng’s ammunition supply isn’t as much as when he recaptured the military base. Moreover, 

there are only ten IFVs in the whole survivor base. Yue Zhong had already seized two. He had already 

seized one fifth of their armored vehicle strength. 

Yue Zhong stared at Wu Guang and slowly spoke: “Why are you telling me all this information so 

excitedly?” 

Wu Zhong didn’t know whether to laugh or cry: “Lei Cheng and his men rounded up all the beautiful 

women, and they hide in Long Hai City living a life of debauchery. We are left to do all the dirty work. My 

brothers are already dissatisfied in their hearts, but who wouldn’t sacrifice their lives to help him in 

order to get food? 

“Furthermore, Lei Cheng doesn’t have any ability. If it wasn’t for his old man, he basically couldn’t have 

become a battalion commander! Zhang Yizhang, the platoon leader who captured Qingyuan county is 

the talented person. Only as soon as he captured Qingyuan county, Zhang Yizhang mysteriously died. 

But this matter made his brother’s hearts all half cold.” Finished speaking, Wu Guang no longer called 

Lei Cheng a battalion commander, but rather Wu just called him by his name. 



The army certainly doesn’t publicize that type of thing. Although there are several high ranking officials 

with ability, there are also several who used relationships to move up. This is the pattern from ancient 

times until now. 

Yue Zhong stared at Wu Guang and said: “Good! From now on you all are one of us. You will start as 

outside personnel and work your way up. Liu Yan! From now on you are the armored vehicle platoon 

leader. Wu Guang and your men will form into the first armored vehicle squad. You will teach Liu Yan’s 

men to drive and operate the IFV. Wu Guang you are appointed the vice-leader of the first armored 

vehicle squad, and you will be a preliminary team member.” 

The IFV has enormous power, but Yue Zhong doesn’t have any skilled soldiers. He could only let Wu 

Guang and these men complement his ranks, and impart IFV driving skills. If not, these two vehicles 

would slip from Yue Zhong’s grasp, and he would have no way to bring into play their formidable 

combat ability. 

Liu Yan’s face showed a pleasant surprise, and he yelled in response: “Yes!” 

The armored vehicle squad’s combat ability greatly exceeded an ordinary soldier. Although the armored 

vehicle unit only had two IFVs, the small armored vehicle squad’s combat ability also greatly exceeded 

other squads. Liu Yan was naturally in ecstasy being able to command this unit. 

Hearing Yue Zhong’s words, Wu Guang slightly relaxed his breath. He and his comrades wouldn’t have to 

die like this. Several people started to become ruthless in order to live on, and live with a better life after 

Z-Age. Every day in Long Hai City survivor base, one could see the corpses of suicide victims and those 

killed by murderers. 

Wu Guang hesitated a moment, and then asked Yue Zhong: “Captain Yue! What do you plan on doing 

with platoon leader Xu?’ 

Yue Zhong raised an eyebrow and asked: “What do you think?” 

Wu Guang gritted his teeth. He raised his head, looked at Yue Zhong, and seriously said: “I wish Captain 

Yue couldn’t kill the platoon leader. Although he is a little pedantic, he is a pure soldier. He is also a 

comrade worthy of our trust.” 

Yue Zhong carefully looked at Wu Guang. Waiving his hand he said: “Bring over Xu Zhigang.” 

Two team members brought Xu Zhigang over from the vehicle. 

Yue Zhong looked at Xu Zhigang, and he slightly smiled. He pointed at Wu Guang and re-introduced him 

to Xu Zhigang: “Xu Zhigang, let me give you an introduction. This is our armored vehicle vice-leader Xu 

Guang.” 

Xu Zhigang’s face suddenly became pale, and he interrogated Wu Guang: “Little Wu, what is this? Don’t 

tell me in order to live you are betraying the party, betraying the nation? Are you shamelessly joining 

this bandit? Don’t tell me you feel no shame in front of all these comrades? 

 

  



Chapter 103: Wu Guang’s Heartfelt Words. 

Listening to Xu Zhigang’s interrogation. The other soldiers captured by Yue Zhong all lowered their heads 

in shame. 

Wu Guang’s face changed, eyes flashing a blood-red light. He raised his head without showing the 

slightest bit of weakness and looked at Xu Zhigang: “Platoon Leader Xu, I deeply respect your character 

and ability. Originally there were some things I wouldn’t think to say. But since you have said these 

words, I must say what is on my mind.” 

“You say I betray the party and the nation! Does that bastard Lei Cheng represent the party and the 

nation? Just because he is an upper level army commander, we must sell our lives to him?” 

“We put our lives on the line when fighting zombies, and where is that bastard? He is busy getting his 

hands on all the beautiful women, living a life of debauchery, and hiding away in the base. It was Leader 

Zhang Yizhang who commanded the front lines. After the battle, where did Zhang Yizhang go?” 

“After taking Qingyuan County, we were given all of the most dangerous assignments. Where is Lei 

Cheng? He is in the base playing with women! His son even publicly seized several women and took 

them to the barracks. Everyone knows these things. Do these type of men deserve to represent the 

nation?” 

“Where do you live! In the special region!! You get to play with the special region women! And us? We 

live in a shabby building! His direct subordinates eat and drink whatever they want. We can only eat 

corn bread every day! The only reason is because we aren’t his direct subordinates!” 

“For the country, I’ll fight foreign nations, if I’m needed than this life means nothing. But to sell my life 

for a person like Lei Cheng! I spit! He is undeserving!” 

Wu Guang clenched his fists, his body shaking in fury. He became more agitated the more he spoke. The 

captured soldiers who joined Yue Zhong to save their lives all raised their heads. Wu Guang’s words 

spoke their inner thoughts. They didn’t want to sell their lives to a person like Lei Cheng. 

As soon as Xu Zhigang heard Wu Guang’s words, his face burst green and white. Everything Wu Guang 

said was true. It’s just the job of a soldier is to obey commands, and Xu Zhigang is a pure soldier. 

Although he loathed Lei Cheng’s character, but he could only resolutely complete the commands of Lei 

Cheng, because Lei Cheng is his legal superior. 

Wu Guang gave Xu Zhigang one final salute. He said without any doubt: “Xu Zhigang, I respect your 

character and ability. Go back by yourself today! We will follow Yue Zhong from today on. The next time 

we meet on the battlefield, I won’t hesitate to pull the trigger and drop you. Goodbye!” 

Xu Zhigang looked at the dozen soldiers standing at Wu Guang’s side. He returned a salute to Wu Guang, 

thinking to leave: “Goodbye!” 

“Wait a moment! Platoon leader Xu! I have a few words I want you to take to Long Hai City survivor 

base.” Yue Zhong called out to Xu Zhigang. 

Xu Zhigang turned his head and looked at Yue Zhong. 



Yue Zhong slowly said to Xu Zhigang: “I am Yue Zhong. The reason I brought people and fled Long Hai 

City survivor base today, it is entirely because the Ice King Association framed us. We don’t have any 

opposition to Long Hai City survivor base. I wish for us to have a dialog and resolve this problem.” 

Although Yue Zhong attained a warehouse full of weapons, the majority of those weapons are all 

outdated, and the difference between modern military equipment is huge. 

Long Hai City’s armed forces were still far superior to Yue Zhong’s. When it comes to dealing with people 

of unequal power, it is best to use a dialog to settle problems. Yue Zhong wasn’t opposed to opening a 

dialog with Long Hai City survivor base. 

Xu Zhigang indifferently nodded, and turned his body leaving alone towards Long Hai City survivor base: 

“Understood!” 

Seeing Xu Zhigang leave, Yue Zhong turned to Wu Guang and asked: “What mission were you guys 

carrying out?” 

Lon Hai City unexpectedly sent out two IFVs to conduct a mission. Obviously this mission is extremely 

important. 

Wu Guang already decided to be loyal to Yue Zhong. He frankly told Yue Zhong the mission he was 

carrying out: “Nearby to the north of Qingyuan county is Shanglin county. In the outskirts of Shanglin 

county is a large granary. This time our mission was to explore the specific situation of the area.” 

“This time we dispatched three IFVs. If the mission didn’t have any major obstacles, then we were to 

capture the granary. If there was danger, we were to leave and report the intel to Long Hai City, then 

the higher ups would make a decision.” 

“We encountered a flood of mutant rats after arriving at the granary. Each one of those mutant rats was 

the size of a cat. Their claws were able to penetrate the weak places of the IFV’s armor. Although we did 

our best to resist, attempting to withdraw, an IFV was still trapped in the rat swarm. All of our comrades 

inside the IFV died in combat.” 

Wu Guangs voiced dropped a little bit at the end of his speech. He still couldn’t release his feelings 

towards his fallen comrades. 

\”Granary!” Hearing this word, Yue Zhong’s eyes lit up. If he could capture a granary full of food, the 

food crisis could be temporarily resolved. 

Yue Zhong continued to ask: “How many soldiers are close to Lei Cheng? And what is their combat 

ability? 

Wu Guang thought a moment: “Lei Cheng’s trusted men total to two platoons, approximately 70 men. 

Those men have all gone through strict military training like us. Apart from those soldiers, Lei Cheng has 

also recruited over five hundred survivors to serve as subordinates. It is also said he has used beautiful 

women to recruit several evolvers. I only know this much.” 

At that time, white bones, who was hit in the chest and shoulder, jumped out from the side of the 

highway. Its bones wiggled and extended. The parts hit by the 25mm cannon were restored to their 

original shape. 



Yue Zhong attained the intel he wanted. He pondered a moment, then he lead everyone towards Always 

Bright Village. 

In a villa at Qingyuan County specialty region, a middle age fatty wearing military clothes was scolding 

Xu Zhigang: “What? An IFV was swallowed by rats! The other two IFVs were captured by a single 

person? What did you eat? How are you so incompetent?” 

The fatty in uniform scolding Xu Zhigang is no other than Qingyuan County’s highest military officer Lei 

Cheng. Lei Cheng has an irritable temperament, and he is harsh and merciless. Merely because he is the 

son of a battalion commander, he was able to climb up the ranks to this position. Because he is this type 

of person, Wu Guang and the rest easily threw in their lot with Yue Zhong. 

There was a man with extremely neat combed hair. He was wearing military clothes, and he looked like 

a refined military person. He said to Lei Cheng: “Regiment commander Lei calm down. Didn’t platoon 

leader Xu say his opponent was an evolver? Evolvers have fantastic abilities of all kinds. A person who 

could snatch away two IFVs obviously has amazing abilities.” 

This extremely refined looking military person is Lei Cheng’s think-tank member, Fang Wen. He is also 

one of Lei Cheng’s close comrades. After Lei Cheng enlisted several survivors into his ranks, he 

immediately made himself the regiment commander. After forming the regiment, Fang Wen adapted to 

Lei Cheng’s fancy, calling him regiment commander Lei. 

 

  

Chapter 104: Yue Zhong’s Transformation 

Fang Wen looked at Xu Zhigang and asked: “What else did he say?” 

Xu Zhigang immediately reported Yue Zhong’s words to Fang Wen. 

Lei Cheng heard Yue Zhong’s words, and his brows wrinkled: “Yue Zhong, who is he?” 

Fang wen analyzed: “I estimate he is a new survivor to the base. He had a problem with the Ice King 

association, and then the Ice King association used all their methods to force him out the base.” 

Yue Zhong hadn’t been in Long Hai City for many days, and his reputation wasn’t known. Fang Wen 

didn’t know much information about Yue Zhong. He could only rely on some clues to speculate. 

Lei Cheng commanded Fang Wen: “Carefully inspect his background.” 

Lei Cheng couldn’t easily resolve this matter without clearly knowing his opponent’s strength. After all a 

person who can snatch away two IFVs is terrifying. Now Qingyuan county only has 7 IFVs left. If Yue 

Zhong continued seizing IFVs, they would lose their largest military intimidation power. 

On the other side, Yue Zhong smoothly brought back the two IFVs to Always Bright Village. 

As soon as the IFVs entered the village, they were surrounded by the villagers. 

“Is that a tank?” A man who knew nothing about the military looked at the two IFVs and asked. 



“Fool, those are IFVs!! Another survivor who knew about the military mocked. 

“Haha!” The survivor ignorant about the military laughed. His eyes filled with warmth as he looked at 

the two IFVs 

The defensive power of Always Bright Village just increased. Their lives became even more safe. 

After Yue Zhong came into power, the survivor’s lives became much better than when Tiger was in 

power. At the very least everyone could eat gruel every day. If they worked hard, they could also go 

fishing in the brook. Their lives were extremely satisfying compared to the past. 

When night fell, all the high level members of Always Bright villages were gathered by Yue Zhong into 

the Villa. Everyone has missions during the daytime, so they could only be gathered at night. 

“What’s going on?” Chi Yang looked at Yue Zhong and asked. 

Yue Zhong left Always Bright village a couple of days, and obviously he didn’t stay very long. Naturally 

something unexpected happened. 

Yue Zhong de-emphasized the situation saying: “The Ice King Association in Long Hai City is shady. I lead 

everyone out of the base, and we conveniently attained two IFVs.” 

Yue Zhong said in a deep voice: “Today I gathered you all to listen to everyone’s opinions. Always Bright 

Village isn’t a place for long term residence. Right now our current priority is to find a new place to call 

our base. That place should be easily defendable, and it should have various types of facilities and 

factories.” 

There are several shortcoming in Always Bright Village, and the supplies are lacking. It didn’t compare to 

the Long Hai City survivor base in Qingyuan county. There were basically no prospects if they stayed in 

Always Bright Village. It would just be waiting to die. Yue Zhong always wanted to give Always Bright 

Village over to the survivors in the past, and he didn’t think much about it. But now Yue Zhong decided 

he can’t rely on anyone else, only himself. Right now the urgent priority is to migrate from here and find 

a new base. 

Da Gouzi extremely energetically proposed: “What about Big Cliff Village? The population of Big Cliff 

Village isn’t large, and it has a small scale steel factory. There are several types of steel and heavy 

machinery factories. After recapturing that place and resuming production, we will have a large amount 

of steel products that we can use.” 

Da Gouzi was the largest supporter of Yue Zhong. Da Gouzi was more energetic than Yue Zhong himself. 

He wanted to use Yue Zhong to put on airs. After all if he didn’ have Yue Zhong, the powerless Da Gouzi 

would become nothing. If Yue Zhong grew more powerful, his position would continue to climb up. 

Since Yue Zhong seized the weapons arsenal, it would be no problem to launch a small scale war. It 

would be no problem to seize the small town of zombies. 

Yue Zhong considered a moment, then directly refused this proposal: “No! Big Cliff Village is too close to 

Lei Jiang City. And it is hard to defend. Lei Jiang city has over 100,000 zombies. If one day they decide to 

move and attack in that direction, we wouldn’t be able to stop them.” 



Wu Guang also proposed: “What about Shanglin county? That place has a large granary. If we can solve 

the mutant rat problem there, we can attain the granary. We wouldn’t have to worry about food again.” 

Wu Guang also energetically expressed himself in order to enter Yue Zhong’s powerful group. 

“Shanglin County? Yue Zhong held his head with one hand and lightly tapped the table with another. 

Shaking his head he said: “No! If we capture Shanglin county, then Long Hai City base will attack us. In 

order to feed themselves, we could be extinguished.” 

Long Hai City survivor base had already become a threat in Yue Zhong’s mind. He couldn’t take Shanglin 

County due to Long Hai City survivor base. He was unable to predict Long Hai City’s actions. 

Other people proposed several counties and villages, but they were all vetoed by Yue Zhong. 

“What about Stone Horse Village?” at this time, Guo Yu who always sat beside Yue Zhong without 

speaking, suddenly spoke. 

Yue Zhong raised a brow and looked at Guo Yu. 

Everyone in the meeting looked at Guo Yu. 

The young and tender face of Guo Yu didn’t show a trace of nervousness being looked at by so many 

people. She stared at Yue Zhong and slowly explained: “Stone Horse Village rests against Dragon Flower 

Mountain. It is also surrounded by two rivers, a natural defense. We only need to defend one side.” 

Guo Yu methodically explained: “If zombies break through our defense, we can also retreat and hide in 

Dragon Flower Mountain. The two rivers will also have lots of food, resolving our food supply problem. 

The only thing to worry about is Dragon Flower Mountain could have mutant beasts. But if we resolve 

the mutant beast problem, then we will have a safe place to live. Also, Big Cliff Village is to the right of 

Stone Horse Village. If we have strength in the future, we can recapture Big Cliff village, attaining their 

heavy machinery and steel. Stone Horse village is our best choice from a safety point of view. 

Guo Yu continuously sought information on the villages near Lei Jiang City and Long Hai City after Yue 

Zhong took over Always Bright Village, and she selected a place sufficient for Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong asked Chi Yang: “Chi Yang, how is the terrain of Stone Horse Village?” 

Chi Yang had been gathering supplies and rushing about all over the place these past few days. He knew 

the surrounding terrain. 

 

  

Chapter 105: Exploring Stone Horse Village 

Chi Yang looked at Yue Zhong. Shaking his head he said: “I only saw that place from far away.” 

Chi Yang hadn’t seen Stone Horse Village with his own eyes, and he refused to speak casually about it. 



Yue Zhong looked at Guo Yu, and he said in a deep voice: “Guo Yu, go find someone who has been to 

Stone Horse Village. Tonight we will go to Stone Horse Village to check it out. If the terrain is as you say, 

then we will move our base there. You will also be promoted to an official member.” 

“Yes! Captain Yue!” Guo Yu gave Yue Zhong a beautiful smile without equal. Becoming an official team 

member is something she attained by using her own strength and receiving Yue Zhong’s recognition. By 

becoming an official team member, she finally felt like she had entered the inner circle of Yue Zhong’s 

powerful group. 

Yue Zhong sat in the Hummer, and Guo Yu was in the driver’s seat, concentrating on driving. 

Driving a vehicle isn’t a hard thing. Only studying the traffic laws is a little troublesome. Guo Yu 

continuously works hard, and in her spare time she learned to drive. 

“It is truly cute!” Sitting shotgun, Yue Zhong attentively looked upon Guo Yu in the driver’s seat. 

Guo Yu had long black hair like a waterfall. She had soft and creamy skin like cow’s milk, making one feel 

as if a light pinch would make water come out. Her face was like carved from jade, her delicate beyond 

compare features carrying a trace of a young and tender aura. Accompanying her well developed fiery 

figure formed a charm that could cause a person to commit a crime. 

Guo Yu driving added on an additional three times charm points. 

Although Guo Yu was always at Yue Zhong’s side, but Lu Wen always glared like a tiger watching it’s 

prey. Therefore Yue Zhong never tasted this sweet Lolita. He has only held onto her and embraced her. 

As for Yue Zhong, that alone was an enormous joy. 

Actually, before Z-Age, Guo Yu lived the life of a princess. Not only did she grow up with beautiful sex-

appeal, but her father was also the mayor. She could have anything she wanted. If it were before Z-Age, 

an ordinary person like Yue Zhong wouldn’t even be placed in her eye. If it was a different world, Yue 

Zhong and Guo Yu would be two parallel lines that never intersected. 

The more Yue Zhong looked at Guo Yu, the cuter he thought she was. He carefully looked at Guo Yu for a 

moment, then he turned and looked outside. If he continued to look at her, he wouldn’t be able to help 

but take advantage. She was just too cute. 

One the road everything is quiet and still in the night of Z-Age. Yue Zhong’s Dark Night, night vision skill 

lets him see far away. 

Guo Yu stopped the vehicle at an intersection, turning her head to Yue Zhong she asked: “Stone Horse 

Village is 2 km from here. Do you want to drive in?” 

Yue Zhong looked at the black painted intersection, and he said in a deep voice: “Stop the vehicle!” 

The sound of vehicles can easily attract zombies and mutant beasts. They would be easily attacked if 

they continued driving their vehicles into the village. It would be hard for Yue Zhong to bring out his full 

power inside the vehicle. 

Guo Yu nodded and stopped the vehicle near the intersection to Stone Horse Village. 

Yue Zhong, Guo Yu, and Zhang Nan who was a refugee survivor from Stone Horse Village headed out. 



In the dark of night, a black figure shot forth from the underbrush towards Yue Zhong like lightning. 

Yue Zhong’s eyes flashed a cold light. Using his Imitation Tang Sword, he split the figure in two halves, 

spraying blood everywhere. 

Yue Zhong took a look, that extremely fast figure was a rat the size of a cat. 

At that time, an extremely fast black figure rushed towards the mutated rat on the ground. 

Yue Zhong’s brows wrinkled, and he kicked the black figure. 

The black image was knocked back several paces with one kick. 

Yue Zhong took a look, the owner of that black image had short black hair. It’s body was short and small, 

and its face had exaggerated features, it’s eyes were flashing hatred. It was a child holding a dagger. 

The small child kicked up off the floor, and rushed towards Yue Zhong like a whirlwind holding the 

dagger. 

“What fast speed!” Looking at the small child’s speed, Yue Zhong’s eyes flashed with confusion. The 

small child’s speed was astonishing. The child’s speed could match an agility type S1 zombie. 

Yue Zhong’s Agility has gone through continuous upgrades, and he already exceeded an S1. Looking at 

the dark-haired small child, Yue Zhong’s body slightly shifted, avoiding the small child’s attack. Yue 

Zhong grabbed the small child by the back. 

The enormous evolver power of Yue Zhong bubbled out, and pressed the small child who was like an a 

civit cat to the ground. 

The black haired child was constantly pressured to the ground by Yue Zhong. He ruthlessly stabbed his 

dagger towards Yue Zhong’s thigh. 

Seeing the small child be so ruthless, Yue Zhong’s brows wrinkled. He sat on the small child, and he 

grabbed both of the child’s hands. Holding on them, he completely suppressed the dark-haired child. 

Guo Yu grabbed a piece of rope and tied up the small child extremely tightly. 

The dark-haired child struggled for his life, but didn’t say a single word. 

Yue Zhong looked at the child whose eyes were written with anger. His brows wrinkled: “Mute?” 

Yue Zhong looked far away, and he saw eight people rushing towards him like fire. 

Seeing how exceptional the small child was, Yue Zhong’s heart started pumping. He hid Guo Yu and 

Zhang nan in the dense underbrush to the side. 

The eight people came over from the side. 

Yue Zhong looked through the gaps in the underbrush. He saw the eight people were all men. They all 

looked malnourished, and their clothes were in tatters. But all of their eyes held a mysterious light. 

A large-sized malnourished looking man’s eyes flashed with madness: “This time, we will grab several 

easy marks and have a nice meal!” 



A small and frail man licked his dry cracked lips and said: “What will we do if we run into that dark-

haired little sheep again?” 

A ruthless looking man said in a deep voice: “Kill him! He stopped us again this time. We will kill him 

together. If he doesn’t die, we will die.” 

Another survivor lewdly continued: “This time if we to get several sheep, I want to have some fun! The 

last little sheep we ate, I got to play with her pretty rough. I heard in in the past she was an art student 

with a lot of ability.” 

Yue Zhong was hiding in the brush. Hearing the absolutely horrifying words of the eight men, Yue 

Zhong’s mind flashed with murderous thoughts. 

Yue Zhong had seen several types of cruelty after Z-Age, but eating people. This type of thing greatly 

exceeded his psychological bottom line. 

 

  

Chapter 106: Domestic Animal 

The dark-haired child under Yue Zhong struggled after hearing the words of the eight mad survivors. But 

no matter how hard he struggled, he couldn’t shake of Yue Zhong. 

As soon as she heard the insane words of the eight men, Guo Yu’s eyes flashed with fear, and she tightly 

grabbed onto Yue Zhong’s arm. She already knew the cruelty and madness in men’s hearts after Z-Age, 

especially since she had been captured in Always Bright Village. But eating people, this type of madness 

greatly exceeded her psychological limit. Guo Yu never thought she and Yue Zhong would run into this 

type of insane survivors, and her heart began to shiver with fear. 

“Follow!” Yue Zhong said to Guo Yu in a low voice, after waiting until those eight insane survivors left. 

Yue Zhong carried the dark-haired child, completely restricting him he said: “Calm down. We aren’t their 

partners.” 

Hearing Yue Zhong’s words, the fury in the small child’s eyes settled down a little bit, and he no longer 

struggled. 

“Right here!” The male survivor pointed at a small mountain cave and ferociously smiled. 

Hearing footsteps, a small nine year old girl poked her head out of the cave and took a look. Her face 

suddenly changed. Like a bird startled by the mere twang of a bow, she retreated back in to the cave. 

The eyes of them men flashed with a color of ferociousness upon seeing the nine year old girl. Licking 

their lips, one strangely smiled: “It’s a girl! This time we can have a little pleasure!” 

The eight men rushed into the mountain cave. They grabbed the young girl and two other small boys, 

and brought them out. 

The three children sat shivering on the ground. One of the male survivor’s eyes flashed with a 

maddening light and said: “Three fat little sheep. There’s also a girl. This time we can have a little fun!” 



Yue Zhong quietly looked at the eight men. The small child at his side flashed with dread, ready at any 

moment to rush towards the three children. 

But the young child couldn’t budge under the pressure of Yue Zhong. 

The dark-haired child stared, eyes filling with rage at Yue Zhong. Yet Yue Zhong didn’t have any 

movement. 

The survivor who had the stature of a leader with a ruthless look said in a commanding voice: “We are 

leaving! There will be trouble if the dark-haired sheep returns. 

The remaining survivors nodded. They detained the three crying children and took them in the direction 

of Stone Horse Village. 

Yue Zhong quietly snuck behind the eight survivors, following them along the way. 

The eight men arrived at a tent on the outskirts of Stone Horse Village. There was a large pot set up 

outside the tent. Some bones were also discarded next to the tent. The absolutely horrifying thing is 

that among those bones were three human skulls. 

A survivor looked at the small girl, and his eyes flashed with a lewd light. He took off his pants in front of 

everyone: “Fuck! Big brother! Hurry up! let everyone first have a little fun!” 

“Good!” The leading ruthless survivor’s eyes flashed with lewdness. His hand extended towards the 

young girl to grab her. 

Looking at the ferocious survivor, the little girl’s eyes flashed with dread and hopelessness, and she 

struggled to retreat away. 

The ruthless looking survivor creepily smiled. The struggling of the little girl gave him even more 

pleasure. He extended a hand and grabbed onto the little girl’s shoulder. 

As soon as the man’s hand touched the girls shoulder, a gunshot sounded off. A bullet easily passed 

through that man’s skull. 

The ruthless leader immediately fell powerless to the ground. 

“Gunshot!!” 

“We have enemies!!” 

The seven leftover survivors immediately looked astonished, one by one seeking cover. 

Yue Zhong’s face became ice cold. He strode out of the underbrush, type 79 assault rifle in hand, and he 

spread fire at the seven mad survivors. 

After emptying the clip, three of the men were filled with bloody holes. The remaining four survivors 

fled into the darkness of night. 

A cold light flashed in Yue Zhong’s eyes. He swapped the clip and commanded to White Bones at the 

same time: “Kill them!” 

The ever-present White Bones shot like an arrow, rushing towards the remaining four men. 



Yue Zhong could still see objects for thousand meters in the darkness of night. He held the gun and took 

large strides, spreading fire. Another two men were shot down by his gunfire. 

White Bones zoomed after the few remaining men at the speed of three times a normal person. Each 

step cut down the distance between the two by a huge amount. After a few steps, he appeared among a 

survivor. Waving his axe, he brought a whirlwind that sent his head flying, blood splattering everywhere. 

The remaining man’s face had great changes seeing the cruel end of his partners. He hated himself for 

not being faster. 

White Bone’s image flashed. It rushed behind the man in a few steps. The axe waved, sending the last 

man’s head flying. 

“Don’t kill me!!……Don’t kill me!!” Yue Zhong looked at the men who had been shot to the ground. A 

Few of them still hadn’t died yet. They struggled toward Yue Zhong, begging. 

“Go die!” Yue Zhong’s eyes flashed ice cold as he walked before the remaining survivors. He placed a 

bullet in each of their heads. 

Yue Zhong was extremely lacking in manpower, but he didn’t need these kinds of lowlifes who had 

already forfeited their humanity. 

Finishing off the wicked men, Yue Zhong walked over to the three small children. 

The three children looked at Yue Zhong, and their eyes revealed a trace of fear. They couldn’t help but 

huddle up and retreat back several steps. The survivor’s who had lost their humanity had cast a 

psychological shadow on them. Even though Yue Zhong saved them, they still feared Yue Zhong. 

Looking at the three children, Yue Zhong’s brows wrinkled. He grabbed three pieces of chocolate from 

his pocket and tossed it to them. Yue simply said: “Eat! I’m not a bad person. Eat up and follow me.” 

Seeing the three pieces of chocolate on the ground, their eyes released a light. They quickly snatched 

the chocolate, then they peeled the wrapper and began eating. 

The small girl mustered up some courage. Holding on the the remaining half of her chocolate, she 

walked over to Yue Zhong and asked: “Uncle! Can you release Yao Yao? 

“Yao Yao? She is a girl? Yue Zhong turned his head and looked at the child with short dark hair. He 

originally believed this fierce little monster was a boy. He never thought this fierce little monster who 

had the speed of an S1 is a girl. 

 

  

Chapter 107: Mutated Monkey 

Yao Yao looked at Yue Zhong, who was looking at her, and she fiercely stared back at him. 

Yue Zhong slightly smiled. He used the Imitation Tang Sword and cut the ropes binding her, restoring her 

freedom. 



As soon as she gained freedom, Yao Yao immediately walked over to Yue Zhong without fear and 

extended a hand. Using pure and sweet lolita voice she said to Yue Zhong: “Give me back my dagger!” 

Yue Zhong smiled and tossed the dagger back to Yao Yao: “As long as you agree, from today on you all 

are my people.” 

Yao Yao took back the dagger. While playing with the dagger, she couldn’t help but look at the three 

children with chocolate in their hands. Although she is a lone wolf, she couldn’t help but be attracted by 

the food in her hungered state. It is human instinct. 

Yao Yao couldn’t hide her state from Yue Zhong. Smiling, he grabbed another piece of chocolate from his 

pocket and gave it to Yao Yao. 

Yao Yao grabbed the chocolate from Yue Zhong and tore open the wrapper, and she nibbled small bites 

out of it. 

Yue Zhong saw Yao Yao finish the chocolate and finally asked her: “How is your speed so fast? Did you 

get a skill book?” 

Yao Yao thought a moment, looking at Yue Zhong, she extended a little hand: “Skill book? I don’t know 

what that is? Eat!” 

Yue Zhong once pulled out a compressed biscuit from a bag and gave it to Yao Yao. He continued to ask: 

“Then how is your speed so fast? Before Z-Age, your speed couldn’t be as fast as it is now.” 

Yao Yao thought a moment: “After Z-Age, I drank some life water. After one day and one night, I 

changed like this. 

Yue Zhong looked at Yao Yao and quietly thought in his mind: “Is it because she adapted to the virus, 

and she naturally produced an evolution? There has never been a person who underwent mutation 

from the God and Devil World system…” 

Yue Zhong walked over to the camp of the eight men and entered their tent. He immediately smelled 

something that made him want to vomit. He resisted the urge and looked inside. 

Everywhere in the camp were fumes that made one one to vomit, and there was a fishy smell. Yue 

Zhong only took a look and retreated back out. He would throw up if he stayed in there a second longer. 

Yue Zhong immediately used devil flame and set the camp on fire. All of the sins were burned clean by 

the flames. 

After burning down the camp, Yue Zhong walked over to Yao Yao and asked: “Do you know what the 

situation is inside Stone Horse Village?” 

Yao Yao used her pure and sweet lolita voice and said without any hesitation: “I know!” 

Yue Zhong lead the four children, Guo Yu, and Zhang Nan continuing on towards Stone Horse Village. 

In the black of night, one couldn’t see their hand before their face. Apart from the daring little lolita Yao 

Yao, the others all followed closely behind Yue Zhong. 



Under the screen of darkness, two mutated cats the size of lions rushed like a shot of electricity towards 

Yue Zhong’s group. 

White Bones acted. He shot forward like an arrow. His axe flurried like thunder, chopping at the 

mutated cat’s body. A horizontal slash cut the mutated beast into two halves, splashing blood 

everywhere. 

Yue Zhong used his Imitation Tang Sword and casually slashed. Carrying a burst of cold light he cut the 

airborne cat into two halves. 

Seeing the two mutated cats so easily cut in two by Yue Zhong, Yao Yao’s eyes flashed a strange light. 

She finally realized just now, Yue Zhong hadn’t even used his full power yet when fighting. 

As soon as the mutated cats died, an experience orb sunk into Yue Zhong’s body, and another 

experience orb rushed into White Bone’s body. They dropped one skill book and twenty life coins each. 

“Level 2 Skill book: High Speed Movement: Using this skill requires five stamina. After using the skill, one 

will receive 15 agility for 30 seconds.” 

Yue Zhong took the skill book and life coins, and he placed them into his backpack. Then he used the 

Imitation Tang Sword to open up their skulls and search around, but he didn’t find a blood-red bead like 

the one he found in the mutated river snake. 

After getting up, Yue Zhong continued on his way. 

Using Zhang Nan’s knowledge of the terrain, Yue Zhong arrived at a small hill that overlooked Stone 

Horse Village. 

Just like Guo Yu Described, Stone Horse Village was surrounded by two rivers. One side rested against 

the mountain, and there was only one path in and out. It was indeed a place very suited to be a base. 

Furthermore, in front of Stone Horse Village was Big Cliff Village. If they could capture Stone Horse 

Village, they could use it at a stagepoint to capture Big Cliff Village. Big Cliff Village had a steel yard and 

steel production factory. After capturing this place they could obtain various types of steel products. 

They could even make cold weapons. 

“Let’s go!” Carefully observing a moment, Yue Zhong lead them back toward the path they came from. 

After walking fifty meters, Yue Zhong suddenly felt danger. He stopped. He pointed at Guo Yu and 

commanded to White Bones: “White Bones! Your combat priority is to protect this woman.” 

What Bones wasn’t very bright. If he said protect Guo Yu, White Bones wouldn’t know who that is. 

Guo Yu became frightened, and she drew a little closer to Yue Zhong. 

As soon as Yue Zhong gave White Bones the command, he immediately used his type 79 assault rifle and 

shot madly at a tree. 

After emptying the clip, A 1.5m tall mutated monkey fell from the tree. It was filled with holes, and five 

of the bullets had passed through the head. 



Yue Zhong tossed the type 79 assault rifle into the brush. His hand waved, and a new type 79 assault 

rifle appeared in his hand. He lifted the gun and continuously fired into the trees like a madman. 

Among the suppressive fire of Yue Zhong, A black figure bravely jumped down from the tree, and it 

rushed towards Yue Zhong’s group. 

“Level 17 monster: Mutated Monkey! These monkeys have an agility type body, sharp claws, and sharp 

teeth. The most troublesome part is they are grouped creatures.” 

Yue Zhong could easily see using his passive ability Night Vision. In the dark of night there were over a 

dozen mutated creatures rushing out. He emptied a clip and dropped another mutated monkey. Those 

mutated beasts immediately rushed towards Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong launched shadow step in the blink of an eye. In a wink, he slashed three times, and three 

sword slashes shone. Three of the mutated monkeys were chopped in half while soaring through the air, 

spraying blood everywhere. 

In the time that Yue Zhong slashed the three monkeys, the other monkeys already broke his defensive 

perimeter. They headed towards the four children, Zhang Nan, and Guo Yu. 

Zhang Nan saw the mutated monkey rushing at him, and his face changed. Under the fear, he turned 

and ran. 

 

  

Chapter 108: Slaughtering Monkey Group 

Two mutated monkeys ran before Zhang Nan extremely quickly. They used their claws with mutated 

strength to easily pierce and rip through his body. Zhang Nan split open in a mangled mess, blood and 

intestines flowed out from his body. 

Zhang Nan didn’t even have enough time to yell before a mutated monkey jumped on his shoulders and 

twisted his head off. With a snapping sound he turned into a corpse on the ground. 

On the other side, seven mutated monkeys were rushing towards Guo Yu and Yao Yao. 

White Bones stood before Guo Yu, waiving his large axe like a whirlwind. Two of the monkeys that came 

too close were split into two halves, and their blood flew everywhere. 

Two monkeys took advantage of White Bone’s attack range, and they rushed from the flanks at Guo Yu, 

extending their claws towards her small delicate face. 

White Bones slashed with his axe, and he split the head of the monkey on the right into two halves. Red 

blood and brains sprinkled on the ground. 

Guo Yu saw the mutated monkey on her left rush forth. Her eyes flashed with fear, and she couldn’t 

help but retreat several steps. 

A sharp bone spike shot out from the waist of White Bones when it saw the monkey wanted to grab Guo 

Yu. It directly pierced through the monkey, and it continued to extend pushing it back four meters. 



White bones took advantage of the opportunity. He waved his axe again and split another rushing 

monkey in two. 

Of the remaining two monkeys, one rushed towards Yao Yao. 

Yao Yao’s agility was extremely high. Her image flashed. Her dagger and the mutated monkey became 

entangled together. 

Another extremely mean and ferocious monkey rushed towards the three other small children. Its claw 

slashed out and cut down a small boy’s head. 

Seeing that scene, Yao Yao’s eyes filled with rage. But she was forced to engage with the other monkey, 

so she could not protect her friends. 

After killing the small boy, the mutated monkey’s image flashed. It extended its hand out to the other 

small girl aiming to slash her throat. 

As the monkey was just about to slash the little girl’s throat, a gunshot sounded. The skull of the 

mutated monkey immediately exploded open. 

Not far away,Yue Zhong was using his Imitation Tang Sword to slash away at mutated monkeys while 

paying attention to the surroundings. He was just a step too late when he noticed the mutated monkey 

break through White Bone’s defensive line. 

In the moment that Yue Zhong fired a shot, two mutated monkeys ruthlessly took advantage and clawed 

Yue Zhong’s body. 

The two mutated monkey’s claws only formed two long white scrapes due to the mutated river snake 

armor’s protection. They were unable to penetrate the mutated river snake’s scale armor. 

But like this, the attack of the two monkeys still shook Yue Zhong’s body causing endless pain. Yue 

Zhong used his sword and slashed off the head of a monkey, and then he used his foot to kick the other 

monkey, knocking it back seven meters. 

Yue Zhong didn’t have time to gasp for air. Another four monkeys were rushing towards him. 

Yue Zhong’s mind was steady. He slightly shifted to the side dodging the attacks of two mutated 

monkeys. Using a sword, he decapitated a mutated monkey, and then he used his Stinger to fire at the 

heads of two monkeys who were within hand’s reach. 

Following the sound of two gunshots, the skulls of those two monkeys exploded open. 

Still without time to gasp for air, another four monkeys rushed towards Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong focused, not looking at all to the sides. He could only concentrate on the current battle. 

White Yue Zhong’s spirit concentrated, his speed was brought to its highest level. His image flashed like 

a ghost among the crows of monkeys. Sword slashes flashed, and it looked like a field of blood flowers 

began to bloom. Each Monkey’s body was spurting out large amounts of blood. 



On the other side, White Bones was waiving his axe and beheading monkeys. His body often shot out 

sharp bone spikes which pierced through the monkeys. It was like a piece of reef firmly protecting Guo 

Yu. Any monkey that dared approach the reef was decapitated. 

Yao Yao and the other two children also hid behind White Bones at the first moment they could, 

receiving his protection. 

White Bone’s guarded everywhere in front of Guo Yu, receiving the attacks of several mutated monkeys. 

But White Bones had gone through many stages of strengthening his body, and their attacks were only 

able to leave traces of white scratches. They were completely unable to snap his bones. 

The fierce combat continued for a full 30 minutes. Yue Zhong and White Bones killed 23 monkeys 

combined. There were corpses scattered all around the small forest, causing an extreme stench. 

The remaining five monkeys felt they couldn’t overcome these two enemies, and they immediately 

turned tail and ran. 

Mutated beasts and zombies aren’t the same. They are extremely fierce and violent, and their brutality 

far exceeds ordinary beasts. But, they also have intelligence. When they meet people who they cannot 

compare to, they produce fear, and they choose to run. 

If it were an S1 or L1 type zombie they would fight to the death, refusing to flee. 

Yue Zhong saw the five mutated monkeys flee, and he relaxed a breath. If another wave of mutated 

monkeys came, he could only carry Guo Yu and frantically flee. 

“Congratulations, you leveled up to 23. You’ve attained two stat points.” 

Yue Zhong killed fifteen monkeys on his own. He finally leveled up to 23 with the large amount of 

experience orbs. 

As soon as the five monkeys went back up into the trees, a huge explosion landed on the heads of one 

of the monkeys. The force of the explosion sent the monkey’s head flying off of it’s body. 

The remaining four monkeys were startled, and they fled in all directions. 

A leaf floated down from the tree, then a massive black figure jumped down. 

“Careful! All of you run away!!” His Sense Danger skill continuously reminded him of this enemy’s terror. 

The massive black figure standing before Yue Zhong was over 2.2 meters tall. Its whole body was 

covered in black needle-like hair, and its eyes held a fierce red light. The black ape’s hands were 20cm 

long with sword-like claws. 

“Level 33 mutated fierce ape: It possesses monstrous superhuman strength and agility skill. A mutated 

beast with fierce sharp claws.” 

Yue Zhong could feel the dreadful murderous intent and unmatched power flow out from the mutated 

beast’s body as he gazed upon it, 

The mutated beast coldly looked down upon Yue Zhong’s group as if looking down upon a colony of 

ants. 



Yue Zhong looked at the mutated fierce ape. He raised the Stinger at it and fired two shots. 

As Yue Zhong was raising the Stinger, the mutated beast kicked its feet a little, and moved horizontally 

like a cannon shot. The two Stinger bullets fiercely hit the tree behind its body, exploding it apart. 

 

  

Chapter 109: Explosive Killing Mutated Fierce Ape 

It was like the mutated fierce ape blasted when it moved. It was just a trace slower than the speed type 

S2 zombie. It avoided Yue Zhong’s shot, and it appeared before Yue Zhong like the wind carrying a biting 

cold fishy smell. The fierce ape ruthlessly clawed, booming towards Yue Zhong’s body. 

Yue Zhong raised his Imitation Tang Sword to block the path of the fierce ape’s fist. 

The fierce ape’s eyes flashed blood red. Its fist didn’t slow, and the ape tightened up its muscles, 

booming onto Yue Zhong’s sword. 

The sword and fist clashed. Yue Zhong felt an enormous power that flooded without end from the 

sword. The Imitation Tang Sword in his right hand was shaken and sent flying into a faraway tree by the 

fist of the fierce ape. 

“So extreme!” At the first moment Yue Zhong activated the skill Shadow Step, and his image suddenly 

retreated. The numb right hand flipped over, and another Imitation Tang Sword appeared in his hand. 

White Bones immediately saw the situation while protecting Guo Yu, and it shot out two extremely 

sharp bone spikes towards the mutated fierce ape. 

The fierce ape used its large hand to grab onto a bone spike shot out from White Bones. Then it put 

forth its strength to ruthlessly fling White Bones into a large tree. 

Yue Zhong’s speed was just about as fast as the fierce ape after he started the Shadow Step skill. He 

took advantage of the fierce ape dealing with White Bones, and he shot forward like an arrow. A sword 

followed by a cold howl chopped into the waist of the fierce ape. 

The sharp Imitation Tang Sword under the excessive power from Yue Zhong’s strengthening chopped 

open the mutated fierce ape’s flesh, tearing a shallow wound. 

After the ape was wounded it became even more frantic. It’s whole body flexed on the wound, 

unexpectedly locking Yue Zhong’s Imitation Tang Sword in place. Then it took advantage of the 

opportunity and sent a fist at Yue Zhong. 

“Truly a monster!!” Yue Zhong released the sword and suddenly withdrew. He used his left hand and 

aimed the Stinger up to the mutated beast. 

As soon as Yue Zhong aimed the stinger at the mutated fierce ape, the extremely murderous beast felt a 

sense of intense danger coming. It kicked and moved to the side several meters. Its instincts could feel 

Yue Zhong’s stinger had enough terrifying power to kill it. 



“What a cunning animal!” Yue Zhong’s brows wrinkled. His right hand flitted about and a type 79 assault 

rifle appeared. He directly aimed at the mutated fierce ape with the type 79 assault rifle and laid down 

fire like a madman. 

The beasts body was hit by several bullets at such a short distance under concentrated fire. But the 

bullets were unexpectedly unable to pierce into the body. They only broke into the the skin. The fierce 

ape’s muscled could be compared to steel when it flexed its muscles. Were it not for this, Yue Zhong’s 

sword attack just now would have chopped its waist. 

The mutated fierce ape became even more frantic after having its skin pierced by the bullets. Its eyes 

flashed a fierce light, and it rushed through the bullets like a cannon towards Yue Zhong. After a few 

steps it appeared before Yue Zhong, and it clawed out to grab him. 

Yue Zhong’s eyes flashed a cold light. He extended out a finger. He lightly bent it and aimed the fireball 

ring right at the rushing mutated fierce ape. 

A fireball shot out from the ring towards the mutated fierce ape when it was only two meters away. 

The beast wasn’t prepared for Yue Zhong’s fire ball ring. It could only raise a claw to block in front of its 

body. 

The mutated beast’s hand exploded and broke when the tyrannical fireball boomed onto its fist. 

White Bone’s took advantage of the opportunity and ruthlessly shot out a bone spike into the mutated 

fierce ape’s knee. The beast lost its balance and collapsed to one side. 

Seizing the moment, Yue Zhong used his left hand and aimed the Stinger at the beast’s body, firing off 

three shots. 

The fierce ape’s fighting skill was truly extraordinary. As soon as it stumbled, it rolled to the side, 

avoiding certain death. Only one Stinger bullet hit near its right chest area making a fist-sized hole 

After the ape rolled to the ground, it climbed up and jumped to the side towards a large tree. He already 

felt the threat of death which gave birth to the idea of fear. 

White Bones extended both hands and shot out bone spike after bone spike at the tree the ape escaped 

to, forming a White Bone’s prison. 

The mutated fierce ape wildly waved its claws, cutting open the White Bones prison like tofu. 

Yue Zhong took advantage of the fierce ape being tied up with White Bones, and he advanced forward 

while reloading the Stinger. He raised up the stinger and the ape and continuously bombarded from 

close range. 

Each bullet left a fist sized bloody-hole in the ape’s body. The six bullets all landed into the fierce ape, 

and it powerlessly fell to the ground, completely losing its life. 

An experience orb floated out and landed on Yue Zhong. 

“Congratulations, you have leveled up to 24……” 

“Congratulations, you have leveled up to 25……” 



Yue Zhong heard two sweet sounding level up noises in his inner conscious as soon as the experience 

orb entered his body. 

“Add everything to stamina!” 

Yue Zhong immediately chose. 

A light within his body shattered, and it re-nourished his body, making it even more tyrannical. 

Yue Zhong quickly took all the dropped skill books and white boxes from the mutated monkeys and 

fierce ape into his bag. Then he used an Imitation Tang Sword to break open the fierce ape’s skull. Inside 

he found the thing he wanted to find. 

“Found one!” Yue Zhong searched around within the brain of that fierce ape and found a small white 

bead. He was extremely happy, and he quickly took the white bead and put it inside his storage ring. 

Just when Yue Zhong thought to leave, the looked at the two 20cm long paws of the mutated fierce ape. 

He thought for a moment, and then Yue took the two paws and placed them into his storage ring. 

“Quick let’s go!” Yue Zhong finally said to Guo Yu and the other three in a low voice after finishing 

everything. 

The succession of using two shadow step skills in a row, encountering the group of monkeys, and 

fighting the fierce ape caused Yue Zhong’s stamina to fall to and extremely dangerous level. Yue Zhong 

would be in danger if he encountered another fierce ape or group of monsters. But, delaying for 

treasure is a necessity. 

Guo Yu and the others closely followed behind Yue Zhong. 

Yao Yao looked at the monkey corpses surrounding the forest and then looked at Yue Zhong. Her eyes 

flashed a strange light, and she followed behind Yue Zhong. 

Along the road they didn’t encounter another mutated beast. Yue Zhong’s group smoothly returned to 

the vehicle. Guo Yu started the car and took them back towards Always Bright Village. 

 

  

Chapter 110: Attack Stone Horse Village 

Yue Zhong carefully inspected the equipment dropped by the fierce ape inside the car. 

The mutated monkey group and the mutated fierce ape dropped four skill books and eight white 

treasure boxes all together. 

Among the skill books there was a Rank 1 fireball book, a Rank 1 Ice Cone technique book, a Rank 2 High 

Speed Movement book, and a Rank 3 Enormous Power Solidification book. 

“Rank 3 skill: Enormous Power Solidification. This is a passive skill. After studying, you will permanently 

receive an 8 point increase to Power.” 



Yue Zhong immediately learned the Enormous Power Solidification skill book. A flash of light, a new rune 

formed in his sea of knowledge. As soon as the rune formed, he felt his power increase several points. 

In the eight white boxes, he opened a set of strength Clothes, a pair of strength shoes, power gloves, 

and two Imitation Tang Swords. The rest of the three boxes were all empty. 

Yue Zhong directly gave the rank 1 fireball and rank 2 high speed movement skill books over to Guo Yu 

saying: “Little Yu! This is yours!” 

Guo Yu’s big beautiful eyes flashed with joy and excitement as soon as she received the two skill books. 

She revealed a sweet smile to Yue Zhong saying: “Thank you master!” 

Being the person at Yue Zhong’s side, Guo Yu naturally knew the preciousness of a skill book. A skill book 

had the ability to make one far exceed ordinary evolvers. Her receiving this skill book signifies her 

receiving Yue Zhong’s trust, becoming one of his people. 

“Such a cute little fox.” Yue Zhong’s heart couldn’t help but slightly sway looking at Guo Yu’s cute lolita 

smile. His vision moved away from Guo Yu’s body. If he kept staring at the beautiful Guo Yu, he couldn’t 

guarantee he wouldn’t push himself onto this lolita. No matter the time and place, this wouldn’t be the 

least bit decent. 

“Hehe, looks like my charm really hasn’t gone down.” Guo Yu looked at Yue Zhong who was a little 

displaced. She thought a moment and revealed a crafty smile, feeling good. 

Yue Zhong looked at the little Yao Yao covered in dirt in the rearview mirror. He thought a moment and 

gave her the other High Speed Movement skill book saying: “This is a High Speed Movement book, can 

you learn it?” 

Yao Yao took the High Speed Skill book tossed to her by Yue Zhong and turned it over left and right. 

Then she tried to open it to look at the pages, but it wouldn’t open. Her brows wrinkled, she asked Yue 

Zhong using her sweet lolita voice: “How do I open the book?” 

Yue Zhong directly said: “Don’t open it! You only need to say in your mind I want to study this book. 

Then you will naturally learn it.” 

Yao Yao shut her eyes. A brilliant light flashed, and the skill book in her hands disappeared. 

Yue Zhong looked at Yao Yao and curiously asked: “Yao Yao, what level are you in God and Devil World?” 

Yay Yao opened her eyes and grabbed the Chocolate Yue Zhong had given her. Eating and speaking at 

the same time she said: “Level 1!” 

Yue Zhong continued to ask: “What level is your agility?” 

“20!” 

Yue Zhong was a little startled hearing this number. His agility was half of Yao Yao when he was level 

one in the God and Devil World system. Her maturity is much larger than Yue Zhong’s at that time. 



Returning back to Always Bright Village, Yue Zhong took a bath and laid down on the bed. Lu Wen slept 

on his left hand side, and Guo Yu slept on his left. They traveled through the night to return to Always 

Bright village, so Guo Yu and Lu Wen both fell asleep as soon as they hit the pillow. 

After the two lolitas fell asleep, Yue Zhong finally grabbed the white bead from the mutated fierce ape 

and swallowed it. 

As soon as the white bead entered Yue Zhong’s stomach, a heat instantly spread throughout Yue 

Zhong’s body, continuously strengthening him. 

“Congratulations, you attained 8 stamina.” 

A pleasing announcement sounded in Yue Zhong’s sea of knowledge after the flowing heat disappeared. 

“Awesome!” Yue Zhong heard the announcement sound, and the corners of his mouth slightly lifted 

revealing a satisfied smile. Finally he went to sleep. 

The next day, Chi Yang stayed behind. Yue Zhong brought a large group of people and an IFV towards 

Stone Horse Village to clear it out. 

Although Stone Horse Village has mutated beasts living there, as soon as they kill the beasts, that piece 

of land will be the best fit for Yue Zhong’s group to establish a base. 

Furthermore, mutated beasts are a resource. Evolvers who can kill them are able to continually become 

stronger. 

A vast motorcade of Hummers, Jeeps, Dong Feng trucks, and an IFV quickly arrived at Stone Horse 

Village. 

The rumbling sounds of all the vehicles attracted the zombies of Stone Horse Village. 

A large amount of zombies attracted by the sound started swaying out of the village. 

Wang Shuang’s group, Xiao Ming’s group, Liu Yan’s group, Da Gouzi’s group, and Yue Zhong’s group all 

quickly got out of their vehicles. All of the personnel totaled up to eighty men. 

Wang Shuang, Xiao Ming, Liu Yan, and Da Gouzi’s groups were all companies of twelve men. Yue Zhong’s 

group originally had twenty-four people, but he absorbed the six people from Ji Qingwu’s group after 

she left. There were eighty people when adding on Lu Wen and Guo Yu. 

Yue Zhong coldly looked around at all the combat personnel and said: “Each unit prepare for battle. 

Wait until the zombies reach within one hundred meters. Open fire after receiving my command! The 

family members of the men who die will be taken care of. They will receive a preliminary team member 

salary and treatment. Anyone who retreats without the command will be killed on the spot. Their 

dependents will have their status and benefits cancelled. Is that clear?” 

“Clear!” Their hearts shivered with fear after being looked upon by Yue Zhong, and they loudly replied. 

“Go prepare!” Yue Zhong commanded. The combat personnel were all brought under the command of 

their respective units and taken to a concealed location. 



After all the combat personnel were in place, Yue Zhong commanded to White Bones who was wrapped 

in bloody cloth: “Enter the Village, and extract the zombies for us!” 

The eyes of White Bones flashed with a spirit flame, and it quickly rushed into the village. 

The zombies originally disturbed by the noise of the motorcade immediately swayed out of the village 

towards white bones as soon as they smelled the bloody human scent. 

White Bones rushed into the village, and he waived his axe beheading six zombies. The packed group of 

zombies followed and circled around White Bones. 

 


